19 August 2012

The New Site: What’s New, What’s Different….
www.rebuildchristchurch.co.nz
The new site includes many new features and ways in which to navigate around the articles. This guide
will hopefully help you get through the changes.
Please if there is anything we can do to improve your user experience here email us at
info@rebuildchristchurch.co.nz
Navigation:
The navigation on the site has changed from where you used to see all the main pages at the top such as
residential, business, news and networks. These are now all in a drop down menu under sections. Each
has a navigation symbol which you will see more throughout the site.
All the information about us including the team, our story, project partners, how you can support us and
other useful links is in the About Us drop down. This is to help make the site easier to get around and
make it less cluttered.
In the grey area you will see the name of the section you are visiting on the left and your login or logoff
details on the right in the blue button. The dark grey button or the word will link you back to the home
page for that section.
Home Page:
The home page is currently captures the latest news and information from all the different sources that
are relevant to the Christchurch rebuild. We have changed the way you find this by using a box where
you can select the group providing the information. Once clicked you see the latest information from
that group.
To view all items in this section scroll to the bottom of the page to view more.
On the right we have introduced three tabs which will show popular, recommended and featured
content.
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Register and Login:
This is still the same process. The sign up and login buttons are now at the top right of the site under the
banner.

Residential Section:
We have introduced our first map. Our information is all tagged in the back end to a suburb where it is
appropriate. Not all information is connected to a suburb. On the map go to a pin which signifies a
suburb, click the pin and it will show you information on this suburb. The box that pops up will show
how many infrastructure works and news items are in this suburb and also the EQR hub it belongs to.
From this you can click through to the suburb itself.
On the right hand side there is a list of suburbs in alphabetical order, on which you click to go through to
the page for that suburb.
The suburbs individual pages have also changed. The tabs in the suburbs will be about, works notices,
hub info and photos. The about section will include information about the damage this particular suburb
has sustained through each earthquake, and the recovery it’s experiencing. We do need your help to
update this further. The photos will be user uploaded.
The works notices in the suburbs is a new feature to rebuildchristchurch.co.nz which will show the
infrastructure works in the suburbs, specifically right down to those which are active and those which
are due to start. Please go to the infrastructure section info for more.
On the right hand side of the suburbs page we have the latest news that has been tagged and relevant
to this suburb.

Infrastructure Section: NEW
This is a brand new section. We are getting all the information from the Infrastructure Rebuild Alliance
teams and bringing it into one place in the rebuildchristchurch.co.nz website. On the infrastructure
home page there are two main features. The works notices and news & articles items. The news and
articles come from SCIRT and are bought here into one place for ease of the user. These are simply
latest and featured.
The works notices are broken into four other tabs. Latest, Starting soon, Due to finish and Featured.
These are self explanatory. In the latest as you scroll down it goes in order of the start dates. At the end
you can click to view all the works which will take you to a separate page to search through them all.
The works notices here are not suburb specific, however suburbs are in the headings and if you want to
view all works in a suburb you need to visit that suburb in the residential section.
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The works notices are further tagged with three colored boxes. These are, active (green) complete
(orange) and pending completion (grey). Pending completion means that the project has run past its
projected finishing date but we have not had official notice from the project manager of it finishing.

Business Section:
This section is largely unchanged. The business section shows businesses in categories. On the section
home page you can click to the section you are interested in and you can view the business you wish to
see. As a business owner if you are registered with the site you can add your business by clicking the
register up the top in the blue.
On the right side of the business section home page we have the latest updates from businesses that are
engaging with the site.

Network Section:
This has been revamped so that your network can show your activity to the site and your Twitter feed.
We will be further developing this over time so you can load your own networks into the site but at the
moment you will need to contact us to load it in for you.
We have categorised the networks into Government, Blogs, Residents Associations and Not for Profits
(NGO’s).
On the profile page you will notice two tabs. Latest News and About. Some networks haven’t linked up
their news articles to the Rebuild Christchurch Website so they will not show here. And others will have
all their information here. If you click the About Information you will be shown the information about
the network.

On the right hand side you can click links to their Website, Facebook and Twitter pages if they have
them.

